Reflect on your experience with your course project. Please respond clearly in writing.

- Describe cultural communication competence, as you understand it now, compared to the beginning of the semester.

- Describe your overall interest level in this project. Did your intentions with the project change as it progressed? If so, explain.

- How does this project experience compare to previous course project experiences?

- Explain the relevance of this project to your future professional goals, if any.

- Briefly explain your contributions to this project.

- What is your most memorable experience during the course of this project?

- What is the most important lesson you learned in completing this project as it relates to culture and health? Public affairs?
• Do you have an interest in continuing with this or another project from this semester into the spring semester? Explain (not required to answer--I am gauging interest for the next semester)

• What course experience had the most impact on your learning this semester related to public affairs? Culture and health? Your understanding of the health communication major?

Thank you for your reflections and contributions to this course!